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Customers of Oracle Business Intelligence (OBIEE) now have the ability to develop and deploy reports, 
dashboards, metrics, and data warehousing tasks more rapidly with BIMUDFlow©, Datavail’s Agile DevOps 
BI and Continuous Integration solution for OBIEE and Hyperion.

What is BIMUDFlow?

BIMUDFlow is the OBIEE Multi-User Development solution for continuous integration and source control 
management, which increases the frequency of deployment cycles and optimizes the OBIEE development 
team’s SDLC efficiency. It’s DevOps for OBIEE. 

OBIEE + BIMUDFlow = Rapid Deployment LifeCycle Management

Why BIMUDFlow?

Although most BI teams have coordinated task assignments amongst their Oracle BI development teams, 
many still lack a centralized means for capturing issue fixes and enhancement requests. Recording this 
information on spreadsheets or in word processing documents is not efficient as there are no automated 
hooks which allow for updating, notifying or otherwise collaborating on the request. 

©



OBIEE Development

On-Premise OBIEE lets users see
how to deploy frequently. 

Deployment Recipe

SCM, CI, OBIEE. Begin using the
right mix of technology, correctly.

Continuous Integration

Deploy weekly, not monthly, 
and power the release process.

How Does BIMUDFlow Enable Agile BI?

By providing a request management system in combination with 
an agile methodology board and request tracking collaboration 
interface, developers using BIMUDFlow now have control and 
complete visibility into tasks in progress, completed, or otherwise 
outstanding. These tasks can then be associated with each 
development effort. This allows developers to coordinate 
availability to work on upcoming requests as an individual or as a 
team. Lastly, it allows for stronger linkage to source control 
management and continuous integration byproducts such as:

Demonstrations, Trials, and Use Cases
BIMUDFlow is available to download with full Enterprise functionality on a 30-Day Trial Period so that it can 
be deployed and tested in your Oracle BI environment with your Developers. If interested, in an end-to-end 
demonstration of the solution, please contact us at info@datavail.com.

For more information please navigate to http://www.bimudflow.com.
Download request for BIMUDFlow at http://www.bimudflow.com/download.

Instant monitoring of client tool changes for Developers

GUI Source Control Management options and manual controls

Agile Boards

Merge/Patch organization

GIT server interoperability

Snapshots of RPD and Web Catalog

Client/server configuration

Issue tracking

In addition to the above features, BIMUDFlow also offers:

Rolling back development efforts

Patching environments by task

Keeping other developers’ work environments
in sync after the merging of the team’s RPD or 
Web Catalog has taken place 


